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Animal magic!
www.hubbleandhattie.com
The Hubble and Hattie imprint was launched in late
2009, with the publication of its first book, and is named
in memory of two very special Westies owned by
Veloce's proprietors.
Since then, many more books have been added to the
list; all with the same underlying objective: to be of real
benefit to the species they cover, whilst also promoting
compassion, understanding and respect between all
animals (including human ones!).
All Hubble and Hattie books have high quality content,
presentation and production, and – because of their
competitive pricing – also offer terrific value for money.
“Hubble & Hattie has constantly set a high
standard with its vast and informative
range of books”
Pet Owners Association

Visit us at:
www.hubbleandhattie.com
hubbleandhattie.blogspot.com
facebook.com/hubbleandhattie
twitter.com/HubbleandHattie
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Titles also available
as eBooks

AB

Titles also available
as audio books

A

Titles also available
as apps

VISIT THE WEBSITE:
www.hubbleandhattie.com
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A Masterclass in needle
felting wildlife: Methods and
techniques to take your needle
felting to the next level
Cindy-Lou Thompson

Learn how to create four hyper-realistic
wild animals, with step-by-step instructions
and photos from start to finish, written
by a world class needle felting artist. The
book shows a range of armatures, coats,
textures, shapes, and finishing touches.
Covering four different British wild
animals (badger; hare; fox and otter), with
illustrated step-by-step instructions, Cindy
guides you through the process of creating
different body shapes, proportions,
armatures, coats, and blending, as well as
realistic finishing touches such as eyes, nails,
ears and detailing.
Written by a master of needle felting,
the book details a range of methods for
coat textures, shapes, finishes and realistic
accessories. Take your needle felting to the
next level.

Imanicricket
The secrets of a world class needle felter revealed!

May 2022 publication

A Masterclass in needle felting
dogs: Methods and techniques
to take your needle felting to
the next level
Cindy-Lou Thompson

Learn how to create hyper-realistic needle
felted dogs, with step-by-step instructions
and photos from start to finish.
Covering four different breeds of dog
(Dachshund, Chihuahua, Yorkshire Terrier
and Poodle), with step-by-step instructions
and photos, Cindy guides you through
the processes of creating different body
shapes, proportions, armatures, coats, and
blending, as well as realistic accessories
such as eyes, noses, mouths, ears, and
nails.
Written by a master of needle felting,
the book details a range of methods for
coat textures, shapes, finishes and realistic
accessories. Take your needle felting to the
next level.

HH5747 • Paperback • 17.6x25cm • £16.99 • 128 pages • 350 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787117-47-1 • UPC: 6-36847-01747-7

All in the family: fur, hair and
feathers living together
Norm Mort

June 2022 publication

EB
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HH5383 • Paperback • 17.6x25cm • £14.99 • 128 pages • 350 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787113-83-1 • UPC: 6-36847-01383-7

Exploring the many benefits of living with an
assortment of animals, this book discusses
compatibility, how to live in harmony,
offering advice on problem situations, and
also features interviews with real-life multianimal families.
Featuring interviews with multianimal families, who relate their personal
experiences of mixed menageries,
the book is illustrated through dynamic
photographs of multiple pets at play,
eating, sleeping and interacting with each
other, their owners and families, showing
what fun, joy, laughter and love various
pets can bring to a home.

HH5338 • Paperback • 17x22cm • £9.99 • 80 pages • 100 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787113-38-1 • UPC: 6-36847-01338-7
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Babies, kids and dogs – creating a
safe and harmonious relationship

Among the Wolves
– Memoirs of a wolf handler

Melissa Fallon & Vickie Davenport

Toni Shelbourne
The fascinating story of Toni’s life with
11 charismatic wolves at the UK Wolf
Conservation Trust. Over 10 years, she
handled, raised, cared for and nursed
these amazing creatures, and within
these pages you will come to know the
characters; laugh at their sense of fun,
mourn their passing – and learn to love
them as she does.
Discover what happens when the
public goes home, leaving just Toni and
the wolves ...

EB

HH4760 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £10.99 • 128 pages • 45 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845847-60-9 • UPC: 6-36847-04760-3

Expert information and guidance on
how to create a safe and harmonious
relationship between children and dogs.
Step-by-step exercises to prepare dogs
to be around babies and children,
helps manage first interactions, teaches
children how to behave appropriately
around dogs, and encourages positive
relationships.

EB

HH4890 • Paperback • 20.5x20.5cm • £13.99 • 96 pages • 110 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845848-90-3 • UPC: 6-36847-04890-7

Animal Grief – How animals
mourn
David Alderton

There seems little doubt that animals
experience a range of emotions,
just as we do; but can they grieve,
too ...? David Alderton’s highly original,
authoritative text is superbly supported
by a series of stunning and sensitive
photographs, carefully chosen to reflect
and exemplify the subject matter.

EB

HH4288 • Hardback • 20.5x20.5cm • £9.99 • 80 pages • 80 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845842-88-8 • UPC: 6-36847-04288-2

Miss Vera

Because this is our home ... the
story of a cat’s progress

Mary Dowson
Rescued from certain death by John, Julius
lives with him and his family through the
dangers and privations of WW2. Rather
than share his home and beloved family
with a most unwelcome arrival – a dog
– Julius decides to follow the Gladlight,
wherever it leads. On his last, momentous
odyssey, brave Julius has many
adventures, coming face-to-face with
the injustices and ambiguities of life from
an animal’s perspective. By the time he
reaches his final destination, Julius is a wise
and philosophical cat, with a message to
pass on ...

EB AB
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eHH4573 • Free-flowing format • 26 beautifully detailed colour pictures
•Available on most platforms • £5.99
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Canine Aggression:
Rehabilitating an aggressive
dog with kindness and
compassion

Bonds: Capturing the special
relationship that dogs share with
their people
Indre Cukuraite & Helen Pais
The unique and elegant photographic
story of the special bond that exists
between dogs and their people: a
book about relationships, observed and
presented from a dog’s point of view.
Forty-two professionally shot
incomparable images of four- and twolegged individuals showcase the different
and unique dynamics of each relationship.

EB

HH4985 • Hardback + jacket • 19x18.5cm • £14.99 • 72 pages • 87
colour pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845849-85-6 • UPC: 6-36847-04985-0

Tracey McLennan. Foreword by Sarah
Fisher
The inspirational story of Calgacus, a
dog-to-dog aggressive Bull Mastiff.
Learning how to understand Calgacus,
and encouraging him to direct his own
learning alongside clicker training, TTouch,
trick training, and lots of fun, allowed him
to conquer his issues, and discover joy in
knowing his own kind.

EB

HH5079 • Paperback • 15.2x22.5cm • £9.99 • 160 pages
• ISBN: 978-1-787110-79-3 • UPC: 6-36847-01079-9

The Complete Book of Cat
& Dog Health
Lise Hansen

Written by a qualified veterinarian, this
is a complete and comprehensive
guide to health care for cats and
dogs, providing invaluable advice on
essential aspects of care, such as diet
and vaccinations, as well as a guide to
holistic treatments.
Bursting with up-to-date information
on all important areas of animal health,
the information in this book will help
maintain good health, or offer help and
support during an illness.

EB
Camper vans, ex-pats and
Spanish hounds – The strays of
Spain: from road trip to rescue

Cat Speak – recognising and
understanding behaviour
Brigitte Rauth-Widmann

Tania Coates & Sam Morris

Cats have a range of powerful vocal
expressions. They meow, sing, purr, spit
and snarl, and their body language is very
expressive. Detailed observations of the
behaviour of cats at play, and how to
interpret them make this essential reading
for anyone who wants to understand more
about their cat.

Travelling through Spain in their VW
camper with their rescue dog, Tania
and Sam find a stray in a very poor
state of health. This is the story of Pedro’s
rescue; animal welfare in Spain (and
British involvement – both positive and
negative), and the formation of SOS
Animals UK. Compelling case studies
are complemented by Tania’s superbly
evocative images.

EB
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HH4570 • Paperback • 20.5x20.5cm • £10.99 • 96 pages • 132 colour/12
mono pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845845-70-4 • UPC: 6-36847-04570-8

HH5145 • Paperback • 20x24cm • £19.99 • 234 pages •50 colour
images • ISBN: 978-1-787114-15-9 • UPC: 6-36847-01415-5

EB

HH4385 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £9.99 • 80 pages • 153 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845843-85-4 • UPC: 6-36847-04385-8
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Charlie – The dog who came in
from the wild

Confessions of a veterinary
nurse: paws, claws and puppy
dog tails

Lisa Tenzin-Dolma
Foreword by Marc Bekoff PhD
The true story of the bond which developed
between Lisa Tenzin-Dolma, and Charlie – a
traumatised, one-eyed, Romanian dog who
lived the first 18 months of his life in the wild, never
socialising with humans.
Charlie’s gradual shift from fearful feral to
happy, affectionate, fun-loving family member
is touching and heart-warming; testimony to the
transformative powers of love and kindness.

EB

HH4784 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £10.99 • 112 pages • 47 colour &
3 mono pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845847-84-5 • UPC: 6-36847-04784-9

Tracey Ison

Join Tracey on her humorous and
bittersweet journey from trainee to fullyqualified veterinary nurse.
Filled with love, fluff, laughter and the
occasional tear, this fascinating insight
details the hard work and dedication that
goes into looking after animals ... in sickness
and in health.

EB

Detector dog: A Talking Dog
Scentwork® Manual

Clever Dog!
Ryan O’Meara

Pam Mackinnon
The UK’s most successful scentwork training
programme guides you through the steps
that will help you teach your dog how to
detect a particular scent, no matter where
it’s found.
Supported by illustrations and full
colour photographs of many different
breeds at work, this manual will open up a
whole new world of activities that you and
your dog can enjoy together.

For dog lovers and self-development
enthusiasts, a compendium of life lessons
taught by the most successful domestic
animal of all time. The dog has earned
his epithet of man’s best friend; this book
examines how he did it, and how we
might emulate his talents in order to enjoy
the same fortune and fulfillment in our lives.

EB

HH4345 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £4.99 • 96 pages • 11 line drawings
• ISBN: 978-1-845843-45-8 • UPC: 6-36847-04345-2

EB

Julia Robertson

Peggy Frezon

Demonstrates and explains relevant and
safe massage for your dog, together with
information about how the dog ‘works’
in relation to what effects massage has.
Clear photos and technique descriptions
explain how you can be so much more
in touch with the health of your canine
companion, as well as establish a bond of
trust and communication.

10

HH4322 • Hardback • 20.5x20.5cm • £12.99 • 128 pages • 99 colour &
3 mono pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845843-22-9 • UPC: 6-36847-04322-3

HH4963 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £12.99 • 112 pages • 71 colour &
9 mono pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845849-63-4 • UPC: 6-36847-04963-8

Dieting with my dog – one
busy life, two full figures ... and
unconditional love

The Complete Dog Massage
Manual – Gentle Dog Care

EB

HH5295 • Paperback • 15.2x22.5cm • £10.99 • 112 pages • 15 moßno
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787112-95-7 • UPC: 6-36847-01295-3

The honest and heartfelt story of one
overweight woman and her chubby
spaniel, struggling to lose weight and get
fit together.
This book is for anyone who has ever
loved a pet – through thick and thin.

EB

HH4406 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £5.99 • 112 pages • 32 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845844-06-6 • UPC: 6-36847-04406-0
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Dinner with Rover – delicious,
nutritious meals for you and
your dog to share

Dog-friendly gardening –
Creating a safe haven for you
and your dog

Helena Payton-Ayre

Karen Bush
Even on a budget, with good planning
and a little effort, you can create an
attractive outdoor environment that will
actively enhance your relationship with
your dog; a place where you can enjoy
playing and relaxing together. Covering
safety, planting, garden projects, and
much more, this book is packed with
practical advice and innovative ideas to
help you and your dog get the most from
your garden.

Share breakfast, lunch or dinner with your
canine friend: this book is packed with
scrumptious recipes that you and your dog
will love! Tried and tested by Rambo and
his doggy chums, and approved by a vet
for nutritional value, the recipes in this fullcolour book will transform mealtimes!

EB

HH4313 • Paperback • 20.5x20.5cm • £5.99 • 144 pages • 109 colour
illustrations • ISBN: 978-1-845843-13-7 • UPC: 6-36847-04313-1

EB

Dog Cookies – healthy,
allergen-free treat recipes for
your dog

Dog Relax© – relaxed dogs,
relaxed owners
Sabina Pilguj

Martina Schöps
Do you enjoy treating your dog with
something delicious? Whether you want
to reward her for an achievement during
training, or just spoil her from time to time,
these little extras will increase her motivation
and strengthen the bond between the
two of you. Using natural ingredients, with
no sugar, colourings or additives, these
special treat and cookie recipes include
those suitable for dogs with sensitive or
allergic tendencies.

EB

The technique ‘Dog Relax’ was
developed to ensure that both owner and
dog are relaxed, through a combination
of breathing and movement exercises
for the owner, and stretching, movement
and special massage for the dog. This
lovely book holds the secret to a different
approach to living and working with your
dog.

HH4380 • Paperback • 20.5x20.5cm • £9.99 • 96 pages • 47 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845843-80-9 • UPC: 6-36847-04380-3

HH4333 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £7.99 • 144 pages • 153 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845843-33-5 • UPC: 6-36847-04333-9

Dog Games – stimulating play
to entertain your dog and you

Dog Speak – recognising and
understanding behaviour

Christiane Blenski

Christiane Blenski
An uncomplicated, extremely informative
guide to how we can understand our
dogs properly, which explains the meaning
behind their body language, providing
background info and practical tips,
allowing you to relax and enjoy life with
your dog.
A highly entertaining book, and an
invaluable reference for any dog lover.

New ideas for games that, after just a quick
read of the instructions, allow you and
your dog to get on with the fun business of
playing. Be the games energetic, intended
to test your dog’s quick-thinking and
intelligence, outside or in the house, with
children or more than one dog, the games
in this book will make your dog jump for joy!

HH4332 • Paperback • 25x25cm • £9.99 • 128 pages • 245 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845843-32-8 • UPC: 6-36847-04332-2
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eHH4538 • Free-flowing format • 101 mainly colour pictures
•Available on most platforms • £9.49

EB

HH4384 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £9.99 • 80 pages • 139 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845843-84-7 • UPC: 6-36847-04384-1
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Dogs just wanna have FUN!
Picture this: Dogs at play

Emergency first aid for dogs
– at home and away
revised edition

Cheryl Murphy
Celebrating the unique, individual
characters of dogs, and how they choose
to spend their leisure time.
The gorgeous dogs pictured have
not been asked to perform tricks, but are
simply demonstrating their zest for life,
oblivious to the click of the camera.
Whether chasing balls or other dogs,
mud-bathing, swimming, or rolling, this is a
joyous celebration of dogs enjoying being
dogs!

EB

HH5201 • Hardback • 20.5x20.5cm • £12.99 • 112 pages • 90 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787112-01-8 • UPC: 6-36847-01201-4

Martin Bucksch

If your dog was to step on a shard of glass,
or have an allergic reaction to an insect
bite, would you know what to do? Luckily,
the help that might be urgently needed
to save the life of your faithful friend can
be found in this glovebox-sized and easyto-understand book, which describes the
most common emergencies, gives tips for
First Aid and putting together your canine
pharmacy, and also deals with travel
regulations, vaccinations and general
travel preparation.

EB

HH4386 • Paperback • 10.5x18.5cm • £7.99 • 64 pages • 43 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845843-86-1 • UPC: 6-36847-04386-5

Exercising your puppy:
a gentle & natural approach –
Gentle Dog Care
Julia Robertson & Elisabeth Pope

A detailed outline of how puppies develop
physiologically, together with appropriate
exercises for each relevant stage of their
puppyhood helps ensure good balance,
mobility and health for your dog. Whether
experienced dog breeder or first-time
puppy owner, this book is essential reading.

MY! What big ears you have!

Dogs on wheels – Travelling with
your canine companion
Norm Mort

Looks at you, your family, your vehicle, and
most importantly your dog, and how you
can get the most out of travelling with your
four-legged friend.
Helpful advice, insights into your
dog’s world, and guidance on choosing
the right vehicle are only a part of this
comprehensive guide to travelling with
your dog.
Invaluable information and opinion
from vets and animal behaviourists is
supported by original colour photos.

EB
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HH4379 • Paperback • 21x14.8cm • £9.99 • 80 pages • 90 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845843-79-3 • UPC: 6-36847-04379-7

EB

HH4357 • Hardback • 20.5x20.5cm • £12.99 • 112 pages • 110 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845843-57-1 • UPC: 6-36847-04357-5

Fun and games for cats!
Denise Seidl

Maybe you think that cats simply don’t
play games and are impossible to train?
Think again, then, as this book will introduce
you to the games that your cat will love to
play! Over 50 brilliant ideas and suggestions
for activities – each featuring fantastic
action shots – guarantee you and your
playmate plenty of fun!

HH4387 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £14.99 • 128 pages • 191 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845843-87-8 • UPC: 6-36847-04387-2
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EB

Gods, ghosts, and black dogs
– The fascinating folklore and
mythology of dogs Stanley Coren

Helping minds meet – Skills
for a better life with your dog

People tell stories about what they love,
including dogs, and this book is a collection
of such stories. Some are spooky, some
funny, and some engage the mind in the
same way that a detective story does.
Starting with the origins of folk tales
involving dogs, in this fascinating look at
man’s best friend are facts, history and
humour aplenty from around the world.

This unique book, written by professionals
in the field, explains how and why
misunderstandings occur between us
and our canine companions, and how
we can work to resolve them. It aims to
help us adjust the way we interact with our
dogs, in order to help them become well
behaved, whilst at the same time enabling
us to enjoy fulfilling relationships and a
good quality of life with them.

HH4860 • Paperback • 15.2x22.5cm • £9.99 • 176 pages • 37 mono
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845848-60-6 • UPC: 6-36847-04860-0

Helen Zulch & Daniel Mills

EB

Heart-felt dogs – the canines
behind the art

Home alone – and happy!
Essential life skills for preventing
separation anxiety in dogs and
puppies Kate Mallatratt

A love story between people and their
dogs, showcasing the special bond and
relationship that is not only a privilege but a
blessing, portrayed as a collection of stories,
photographs and illustrations that will make
you laugh and cry.
The stories are based on real dogs,
who have been lovingly recreated by
Stephanie as handmade felt models.

Many owners leave the house without
considering their dog’s emotional needs
when left alone. Some dogs are fine, some
suffer in silence; some become agitated,
vocal and destructive.
This book gives you the tools you need
to teach your dog how to enjoy his own
company, before behavioural problems
arise, so you can both spend quality time
apart.

Stephanie Cowburn

EB

HH4576 • Paperback • 20.5x20.5cm • £12.99 • 96 pages • 153 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845845-76-6 • UPC: 6-36847-04567-0

HH5205 • Paperback • 20.5x20.5cm • £12.99 • 128 pages • 205 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787112-05-6 • UPC: 6-36847-01205-2

EB

HH4861• Paperback • 20.5x20.5cm • £12.99 • 96 pages • 119 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845848-61-3 • UPC: 6-36847-04861-7

Hounds who heal: it’s a kind of
magic Chris Kent

The desire for human connection and
contact is a fundamental need. For some,
however, the closest they come to this
begins with a dog.
This amazing book tells the story of six
abandoned dogs, who ended up living
together, and inspiring the development of
the unique K9 Project.
A moving account of the people
they met; the ones they helped ... and the
ones they couldn’t.

EB
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HH4973• Paperback • 15.2x22.5cm • £10.99 • 128 pages • 50 colour &
35 mono pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845849-73-3 • UPC: 6-36847-04973-7
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Life skills for puppies – Laying
the foundation for a loving,
lasting relationship

Know Your Dog – The guide to a
beautiful relationship
Immanuel Birmelin

Helen Zulch & Daniel Mills

Learn how to ‘read’ your dog’s thoughts;
help him develop skills; stimulate his mind
and stay in top form. Having a quick and
inquisitive mind is key to your best friend’s
well-being.
Discover and get to know your dog’s
personality, and learn how to understand
how he sees his world.

HH4072 • Hardback • 22x16.5cm • £4.99 • 96 pages • 76 colour pictures
• ISBN: 978-1-845840-72-3 • UPC: 6-36847-04072-7

Puppy education from the puppy’s
perspective! The key skills a dog needs,
and how to build a fulfilling relationship.
Spend less time directing your dog,
and more time enjoying your relationship
with him. Beautiful, specially-taken photos
precisely illustrate the points made.

EB

HH5385 • Paperback • 20.5x20.5cm • £13.99 • 96 pages • 121 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787113-85-1 UPC: 6-36847-01385-5

Lily: one in a million
... A miracle of survival

Laura Hamilton
The moving and powerful story of Lily:
a dog who was born unable to survive
unaided.
Her owner’s intensive, creative
management of her rare disability has
given Lily a life worth living, and may
inspire others not to give up on animals
with life-threatening conditions. Lily even
became a Pets As Therapy dog, and helps
in schools and residential care homes – she
truly is a working miracle.

EB

In memory of Maxie 

Letting in the dog – opening
hearts and minds to a deeper
understanding

Living with an Older Dog
– Gentle Dog Care
David Alderton & Derek Hall

Pat Blocker

How to recognise and understand the
changes – both mental and physical – that
occur as your dog ages, how to manage
these changes successfully, and thus make
the senior canine years more enjoyable
and fulfilling for both you and your loyal
companion.

Communicating with and understanding
dogs establishes trusting relationships, and
relieves frustration and improves lives on
both ends of the leash.
This innovative book explores the
juncture between hearts and minds
where true understanding begins, in which
space we build trust, respect, and better
relationships, and human and canine lives
are enriched.
Come walk with us on our journey.

EB
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HH5305 • Paperback • 15.2x22.5cm • £10.99 • 96 pages • 15 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787113-05-3 • UPC: 6-36847-01305-9

HH5147• Paperback • 15.2x22.5cm • £7.99 • 72 pages • 37 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787111-47-9 • UPC: 6-36847-01147-5

EB

HH4335 • Paperback • 20.5x20.5cm • £12.99 • 128 pages • 98 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845843-35-9 • UPC: 6-36847-04335-3
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Miaow! – Cats really are nicer
than people!
Sir Patrick Moore CBE FRS

A PROPORTION OF ROYALTIES DONATED TO CATS PROTECTION!

This delightful little book – sadly, one of his
last – is Sir Patrick Moore’s very personal
account of cats; cats of all shapes, sizes
and colours, and specifically those that
have shared their lives with the great and
well-respected astronomer over a lifetime
of almost 90 years.

EB

HH4435 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £7.99 • 64 pages • 39 colour &
1 mono picture • ISBN: 978-1-845844-35-6 • UPC: 6-36847-04435-0

My cat has arthritis ... but lives
life to the full! A practical guide
for owners Gill Carrick

Mike&Scrabble – A guide to
training your new Human

A vital aid to help owners recognise
the signs of arthritis. Advises how best to
tackle the disease in an holistic way, with
expert advice and treatment options,
alongside tips on diet, exercise, and how
complementary therapies can help. A vital
resource for owners to help keep their cats
on the move. Includes case histories.

Mike Dicks & Scrabble

An often funny, sometimes melancholy,
and occasionally accurate guide to
understanding the relationship between a
dog and a human.
A picture book for adults, that grew
out of one human trying to remember why
he ended up with a dog, and sharing his
thoughts as pictures on social media.

EB

HH5000 • Hardback • 17x17cm • £9.99 • 64 pages • 57 colour pictures
• ISBN: 978-1-787110-00-7• UPC: 6-36847-01000-3

EB

HH4618 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £9.99 • 80 pages • 75 colour pictures
• ISBN: 978-1-845846-18-3 • UPC: 6-36847-04618-7

Mike&ScrabbleToo – Further tips
on training your Human
Mike Dicks & Scrabble

Mike&ScrabbleToo explores the growing
relationship between a Dog and
her Human, through the medium of
interpretive dance, illustrated giggles, and
pithy one-liners.
It's better than Mike&Scrabble, of
course, because Dogs make Humans
better people ...

EB
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HH5060 • Hardback • 17x17cm • £9.99 • 64 pages • 57 colour pictures
• ISBN: 978-1-787110-60-1• UPC: 6-36847-01060-7
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My dog has arthritis ... but lives
life to the full! A practical guide
for owners

My dog is deaf – but lives life
to the full! A practical guide for
owners Jennifer Willms

Gill Carrick
Featuring practical advice and expert
opinion, as well as owner insight and
testimonials, this book provides dog
owners – or anyone considering getting
a dog – with all they need to know about
this debilitating condition. Includes case
histories.
 Amazon reviews
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More deaf dogs than might be imagined
enjoy life just as hearing dogs do. This
invaluable book will help owners of deaf
and hard-of-hearing dogs accept their
loyal companions for what they are, and,
with love and careful thought, let them
both get the most out of life, fun and
establishing an even closer bond. Includes
case histories.
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My dog has epilepsy ... but lives
life to the full! A practical guide
for owners Gill Carrick

My dog is blind – but lives life
to the full! A practical guide for
owners Nicole Horsky

Epilepsy is a complex, but fairly common,
disease in dogs with an estimated 5% affected
by the condition. This practical guide tackles
the disease in an holistic way, with expert
advice from leading neurological vets running
alongside moving case histories and practical
tips for coping. The roles of diet, exercise and
complementary therapies are also explored.
A vital forum for owners searching for
ways to help their dogs live their lives to the full.
Includes case histories.

This invaluable book tells how, with love
and careful thought, you and your blind or
partially-sighted dog can get as much out
of life as you always have, having fun and
establishing an even closer bond. Includes
case histories.
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My dog has cruciate ligament
injury – but lives life to the full!
A practical guide for owners

My dog has hip dysplasia – but
lives life to the full! A practical
guide for owners

Kirsten Häusler & Barbara Friedrich

Kirsten Häusler & Barbara Friedrich

Drawing on practical experience, in this
unique and factual guide for owners
whose dogs develop this debilitating
disease, the authors explain the symptoms,
how your vet will treat the condition,
surgical and aftercare options, what kind
of issues you need to be aware of, and
much more. Includes case histories.

Drawing on practical experience, in this
unique and factual guide for owners
whose dogs develop this debilitating
disease, the authors explain the symptoms,
how your vet will treat the condition,
surgical and aftercare options, what kind
of issues you need to be aware of, and
much more.

HH4383 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £9.99 • 80 pages • 64 colour & 1
mono picture • ISBN: 978-1-845843-83-0 • UPC: 6-36847-04383-4
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No walks? No worries!
Maintaining wellbeing in dogs
on restricted exercise
Siân Ryan & Helen Zulch

Not a lot of advice is available regarding
appropriate mental and emotional
support for dogs whilst their usual exercise
is limited, and owners are left to manage
as best they can, which can be stressful
for both owner and dog, and can lead to
behaviour changes and problems.
This unique book, written by
professionals in their field, aims to help
owners identify the individual needs of
their dog, and, in addition, offer support
in preparing their dog for a period of
restricted exercise.
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HH4605 • Paperback • 20.5x20.5cm • £12.99 • 96 pages • 127 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845846-05-3 • UPC: 6-36847-04605-7

Marley

Office Dogs: The Manual
Stephanie Rousseau

My Dog, my Friend
Heart-warming tales of canine
companionship from celebrities
& other extraordinary people

As more employers seek effective
ways to improve the working environment
for their staff, bringing pets to work is
growing in popularity, as studies have
illustrated a host of benefits of having dogs
in the workplace.
This invaluable guide looks at the
practicalities of having dogs in the
workplace, as well as what the experience
is like for your dog.

Jacki Gordon

Featured on television and radio, this is a
colourful kaleidoscope of vivid, moving
and highly entertaining accounts of the
delights and benefits of dog ownership:
an anthology of stories, freely contributed,
from TV personalities, broadcasters,
politicians, writers, film directors, and many
others.
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Older dog? No worries!
Maintaining physical, mental
and emotional wellbeing in
your golden oldie

One Minute Cat Manager –
Sixty seconds to feline
Shangri-la

Everything you need to know to maximise
quality of life for your older dog, offering
advice and ideas for mental, physical, and
emotional support as your dog ages and
his needs change.
Drawing upon the latest research to
provide ideas for maximising your dog’s
well-being as he ages, the individual
chapters allow you to develop your own
care plan for your dog, to incorporate
new or amended ideas into your daily
routine, and to make simple changes to
your home, garden, car, and walks, to
ensure your older dog is happy, safe, and
invigorate

Terrific 60-second techniques to practise
with your cat that will deepen your
connection. With expert insight into the
inner workings of the feline mind, and
analysis of cat behaviour, this book will
facilitate a greater understanding, and
stronger bond with your feline friend.
One minute can transform your life –
and your cat’s life, too!

Kac Young

Siân Ryan
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Partners – Everyday working
dogs being heroes every day

HH5366 • Paperback • 20.5x20.5cm • £10.99 • 72 pages • 100 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787113-66-4 • UPC: 6-36847-01366-0

Nan Walton

The personal struggles of working teams
– man and dog – as they learn to trust
and communicate, while developing
that all-important human/dog bond
to accomplish together what cannot
be done alone. Heart-warming stories
of loyalty, perseverance and courage,
written by people who learned to entrust
their lives to the senses of a dog.
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3 mono pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845844-20-2 • UPC: 6-36847-04420-6

Ollie and Nina and ... daft
doggy doings! Neil Sullivan
Ollie and Nina are real dogs, and do what
all real dogs do. Their daft Dad has taken
the liberty of recording their silly goings-on in
hilarious and insightful cartoons.
These aren’t made-up jokes – their
Dad swears that everything he has written
and drawn actually happened FOR REAL!
Although, of course, he admits he may
have used a little artistic licence in the
telling, you understand ...

EB
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The (supposedly) enlightened
person’s guide to raising a dog
Kac Young & Lisa Tenzin-Dolma
Foreword by Marc Bekoff PhD

After years as a ‘cat person,’ Kac Young
unexpectedly fell in love with rescue dog
Talulah. This unique book describes Kac’s
progression from slightly shell-shocked
beginner to savvy, adoring dog guardian.
From the start, Kac consulted
behaviourist Lisa Tenzin-Dolma on all things
canine, and Lisa’s keen observations and
guidance follow Kac’s stories, so that those
with little experience of living with a dog can
get started on the right foot (and paw), and
build a loving, trusting relationship.
Entertaining and informative, this book
will appeal to both new and seasoned dog
guardians.
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Jabberwock

HH5059 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £12.99• 128 pages • 80 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787110-59-5 • UPC: 6-36847-01059-1

For the love of Scout: promises
to a small dog

Smellorama!
Nose games for dogs

Tracey Ison
Bringing light and hope to the dark world
of an unwanted stray …
Rescued from almost certain death
as a puppy, Scout, the partially-sighted
Lurcher, began to understand just how it
felt to be loved.
Join Scout and his family and friends,
as they face the daily challenges that
living with a partially-sighted sighthound
involve. Discover how Scout’s carers
learned to build on the unconditional trust
and devotion that came from this clumsy,
flat-footed, loveable Lurcher.
And maybe – just maybe – this book
will answer the real question: who rescued
who?

Viviane Thelby

How does your dog smell? Very well, as it
happens!
With up to 100 times as many
olfactory receptors as us, dogs use their
sense of smell to ‘see' and interpret their
world, just as we do with our eyes. And it's
not just specialist hounds such as gun, drug
and bomb detection dogs who have
this amazing ability. All dogs love to sniff
out new smells and messages – their very
own ‘p-mail'! – and can be taught to find
those lost car keys, tell you if food contains
minute traces of nuts, or even locate a
missing person, and in such a way that
these ‘nose games' are great fun for both
of you!
eHH4592 • Free-flowing format • 30 colour pictures & 37 line drawings
•Available on most platforms • £7.49
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TARA – The terrier who sailed
around the world

Swim to recovery: canine
hydrotherapy healing – Gentle
Dog Care

Rosemary & Robert Forrester
Robert Forrester arrives back on board their
yacht in Colombia with a surprise for his wife,
Rosemary: Tara, a Jack Russell puppy.
Join this adventurous couple on their
yacht cruising around the world, as Tara
learns to adapt to life at sea. Their exciting
adventures on land and sea include tales of
tsunamis, modern-day pirates, corrupt customs
officials, new friends – and near disaster off the
Australian coast!

Emily Wong

This unique and completely up-to-date
book gives hydrotherapy the exposure it
deserves, exploring this treatment – which
can improve your dog’s well-being and
quality of life – rehabilitation and weight
management in an easy-to-understand
and practical way. This realistic and
enlightening book is a must for all dog
owners.
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A tale of two horses – A passion
for free will teaching

The truth about wolves and
dogs – Dispelling the myths of
dog training

Kathie Gregory

Kathie’s truly kind and compassionate
approach to working with ex-racers Charlie and
Star, using positive, reward-based methods,
brings horsemanship up-to-date.
This enlightening book provides an
understanding of behaviour and learning
theory, along with free-will, hands-off, and noncoercive techniques, and shows how to apply
these principles for stress-free training. Buy this
book: your horse will love you for it!
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Toni Shelbourne

A myth-busting book that challenges
old traditions and misconceptions about
dogs and the dominance theory, and
questions the advice given by out-of-touch
trainers. Begin working with your dog in
an atmosphere of trust, love and mutual
respect.
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Unleashing the healing power
of animals: True stories about
therapy animals – and what
they do for us

Waggy Tails & Wheelchairs
Alexander Epp

Confined to a wheelchair or mobility
scooter but still want a dog? In this unique
book, the author – who’s wheelchair
dependent – ably demonstrates what a
good idea this is. Everything that a mobilityimpaired potential dog owner needs to
consider is described and illustrated in
detail, covering a range of means and
circumstances. Essential reading.

HH4292 • Paperback • 22x17cm • £5.99 • 96 pages • 40 colour &
15 mono pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845842-92-5 • UPC: 6-36847-04292-9
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Dale Preece-Kelly
This amazing book describes how, by
employing patience, understanding,
compassion and love, rescue animals can
become therapy animals.
Taking you through the journeys
of nine animals and one human, the
book demonstrates how human-animal
connections can lead to a relationship that
is both therapeutic and healing, regardless
of species.
Animals who came in from the cold,
and warmed the hearts of many!
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Walking the dog – Motorway walks
for drivers and dogs
revised edition Lezli Rees

Now with
GPS coordinates!

EB
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Wildlife garden
Create a home for gardenfriendly animals, insects
and birds

How do you find great pub food,
places for the kids to play, somewhere
nice to walk your dog, and park a car
or campervan, all within five miles of a
motorway exit? You’ll be amazed at just
how many beautiful walks there are to
enjoy!

HH4886 • Paperback • 15x10.5cm • £7.99 • 208 pages • 200 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-84584886-6 • UPC: 6-36847-04886-0

Ursula Kopp

• Create a natural garden:
hedgerows, wildflower meadow,
dry stone walling, a natural pond,
soil preparation, plants, insect
hotels, hedgehog lodges, nesting
boxes, earwig pots

The spirit and magic of a natural garden
stems from the fact that it is not created
by human hands – at least not in the usual
sense, with a great deal of effort and
expenditure. A natural garden is about
creating an ecologically balanced slice of
nature – one that is not shaped by external
forces, but works with what is already there.
Actively help to save the environment
by tending your garden with nature very
much in mind, and encourage beneficial
creatures into your plot to support natural
and ecologically sustainable gardening!
Turn your garden into a wildlife
wonderland !

When man meets dog – What a
difference a dog makes!
Chris Blazina PhD

The first book to explore the meaning of
the human-animal bond from the male
experience. For men, the connection with
dogs bypasses familiar male barriers that
keep so many others at a distance. Come to
understand the unique challenges men face
in establishing bonds, and why ties with canine
companions offset many of these difficulties.
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Wildlife photography from
the edge

Winston ...
... the dog who changed my life

In this unique book, Paul Williams
shares his experiences as a mental
health specialist, and as a sufferer
of PTSD.
Illustrated with his own stunning
wildlife photography that helped
him on his journey to recovery, Paul
hopes his book will inspire positivity
and wellbeing for all.
Powerful words from the heart
and striking wildlife images: this is
photography for total wellbeing.

Hilmar Klute tells the touching story of how
he unexpectedly became a dog owner
the day his wife came home with Winston,
an English Bull Terrier puppy she finds
abandoned in a city cemetery.
The new arrival in Hilmar's life is soon
peeing on his parquet floor and chewing
his glasses, cushions, telephone cable
- and pretty much everything in sight!
Winston wrecks the apartment and keeps
Hilmar awake at night, but the dog also
opens up a new world to Hilmar; of which
he was previously blissfully unaware.
Hilmar's attempts to return his world
to normal disclose some surprising truths
about the relationship between man and
dog, and this charming and irreverent
book has much to tell us about both
species.

Paul Willliams
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Hilmar Klute

HH5416 • Hardback • 26x26cm • £29.99 • 224 pages • 200+ colour
images throughout • ISBN 978-1-787114-16-6 •UPC: 6-36847-01416-2
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A puppy called Wolfie – A
passion for free will teaching
Kathie Gregory

Follow Wolfie from puppy into adulthood,
and the introduction of a second puppy,
called Remy.
A detailed account of how to use
Free Will Teaching™ as a way of life, to
teach and guide every dog.
Language, cognitive ability, and
emotional awareness are key aspects of
FWT, resulting in fantastic achievements.
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The quite very actual adventures of
Worzel Wooface Catherine Pickles

Wonderful walks from dogfriendly campsites throughout
the UK

Worzel is an enormous Lurcher with ‘issues.’
When a disastrous turn of events means
he has to be re-homed, his life changes
dramatically.
Now, as well as dealing with his own
issues, he’s got to deal with a distinctly
imperfect family. And cats. Shedloads of
cats; some of whom aren’t that pleased to
welcome him into their home ...

Anna Chelmicka

This unique book combines the joys of
camping with the delights of walking with
your dog. A variety of campsites, all of
which welcome dogs, located very close
to footpaths and walking trails, provide
the opportunity to explore the area, and
appreciate the diverse environments to be
found in Britain.
If you like camping and you love taking
your dog, this book will help you find the
perfect location for a weekend jaunt, and
the facilities you need to explore a region,
or even to tour the UK.
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Worzel Wooface – The quite very actual
Terribibble Twos! Catherine Pickles

More wonderful walks from
dog-friendly campsites
throughout the UK ... with dogfriendly pubs nearby!

The eagerly-awaited second volume
about Worzel – now at the Terribibble
Twos, and with an independent streak
matched only by the speed at which he
can travel – and his fabumazing life.
Still learning to trust, and carrying
the baggage of his abusive early weeks,
Worzel’s staging a teenage rebellion, to
the consternation and embarrassment
of his ever-patient family.

Anna Chelmicka

March 2022 publication

The second book in this unique series
again combines the joys of camping
with the delights of walking with your
dog. Here can be found information
on a variety of campsites, all of which
welcome dogs, with some providing
special facilities for your companion. All
the featured campsites are located very
close to footpaths and walking trails, and,
in addition, are also close to a dog-friendly
pub.
Stride out with your dog from a
campsite. Follow nearby footpaths to
explore the surrounding countryside.
Marvel at the diversity of the British
landscape, before returning to the
campsite, invigorated and exhilarated, to
enjoy a refreshing drink and meal at the
local pub.

HH5721 • Paperback • 15.2x22.5cm • £16.99 • 248 pages • 146 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787117-21-1 • UPC: 6-36847-01721-7
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Three quite very actual cheers
for Worzel Wooface

Your dog and you ...
Understanding the canine
psyche

Catherine Pickles

Gill Garratt

Now in his third year with his forever family,
Worzel's horizons are expanding. When
the council tries to take away his favourite
beach, Worzel and his family mount a
campaign to save it; there's a foreign trip
to plan for; a ball-obsessed Labrador to
contend with, and a foster brother who
needs teaching in the ways of the world.
Mum, long-suffering Dad, five cats,
and two really nearly grown up children
feature in Worzel’s third literary offering,
bringing together poems, letters and
advice that could only come from Worzel
Wooface!
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Just how successful is the bond between
man and dog is affected by a dog's ability
to ‘read’ us and our moods, so the more
we understand about our own behaviour,
the better we can influence our dog's
responses. The anxieties of an owner can
be reflected in their dog's behaviour, and
the same is true of a calm, even-tempered
owner. Man's best friend needs us to be
our own best friend.
This ground breaking book – with
specially-commissioned images – will show
you how.
HH4738 • Paperback • 20.5x20.5cm • £12.99 • 96 pages • 99 colour
pictures • ISBN: 978-1-845847-38-8 • UPC: 6-36847-04738-2
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You and Your Border Terrier
– The Essential Guide

David Alderton
Everything you need to know about
choosing, buying and enjoying your Border
Terrier, including breed background,
settling in your new arrival, establishing
a daily routine, and what to expect as
your canine companion grows up. 100
illustrations – many specially commissioned
– colourfully illustrate and describe these
captivating dogs.
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For the quite very actual love of
Worzel
Catherine Pickles

You and Your Cockapoo
– The Essential Guide

Now in his fourth year with his forever family,
life is changing for Worzel. As the children
grow up and begin to spread their wings,
Worzel’s world should be more peaceful.
Mum, long-suffering Dad, five cats
and two grown-up children all feature in
Worzel’s fourth diary, bringing together
poems, letters and advice that Worzel’s
beginning to wonder if it’s even worth
offering any more.
But, as life rolls on, a changing of the
guard brings new challenges; challenges
no-one seems ready to embrace, least of
all the cats ...
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David Alderton

Everything you need to know about
choosing, buying and enjoying your
Cockapoo, including breed background,
settling in your new arrival, establishing
a daily routine, and what to expect as
your canine companion grows up. 100
illustrations – many specially commissioned
– colourfully illustrate and describe these
captivating dogs.
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Our books reviewed
A Masterclass in needle felting
dogs: Methods and techniques
to take your needle felting to
the next level
“A beautifully laid out book with
well written descriptions and
pictorial step-by-step guides”
Naturally Happy Dogs

Among the Wolves – Memoirs of
a wolf handler
“Toni has performed a service to
wolf-kind everywhere”
Tony Haighway, Wolf Watch UK

Animal Grief – How animals
mourn
“Accompanied by striking
photos ... is a text filled with new
information about animal grief”
Marc Bekoff PhD, Prof Emeritus,
Colorado Uni

Babies, kids and dogs –
creating a safe and harmonious
relationship
“... another excellent informative,
full of ideas and quality photos
publication … just £13.99 for
all this invaluable advice ... an
absolute must”
Dog Training Weekly

Canine Aggression:
Rehabilitating an aggressive
dog with kindness and
compassion
"A vital resource for dog owners
with problematic dogs ...
shows that, with compassion
and determination, anything is
possible” Pet Owners Assoc
The Complete Book of Cat
& Dog Health
“I thoroughly recommend this
book to anyone who wants to do
their very best for their pet's care”
Cam4Animals

Cat Speak – recognising and
understanding behaviour
“The book is immensely
informative, and also a great read
... certainly I have learnt a great
deal from it”
Sir Patrick Moore CBE FRS

Charlie – The dog who came in
from the wild
“A must-read for anyone who has
an interest in dog compassion,
feelings and care” Dr Isla Fishburn,
Hostilic dog behaviourist
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The Complete Dog Massage
Manual – Gentle Dog Care
“Clear photos and technique
descriptions to help you massage
your dog safely and effectively”
Pet Mag NZ

Confessions of a veterinary
nurse: paws, claws and puppy
dog tails
"I strongly recommend this book,
while, for those considering
working with animals, this book
is a great way to prepare for the
adventures ahead!"
The Kennel Club

Detector dog: A Talking Dog
Scentwork® Manual
"For busy dogs with busy owners,
this is a great positive technique
to improve your skills as a dog
owner, build a greater bond with
your dog, and have fun at the
same time"
Assoc of Pet Behaviour Counsellors

Dog Speak – recognising and
understanding behaviour
“Very, very clever book ...
concise information ... beautifully
illustrated ... would definitely
recommend“
Dog Training Weekly

Dogs just wanna have FUN!
Picture this: Dogs at play
“Wow! What a wonderful book, an excellent
quality production stuffed full
of beautiful photos of dogs having fun!”
Dog Training Weekly

Emergency first aid for dogs
– at home and away: revised
edition
“Absolutely every dog owner owes
it to their beloved pooch to read
this book cover to cover, and keep
it on hand for quick reference!”
Midwest Book Review

Fun and games for cats!
“... beautiful images ...
photographic quality is excellent ...
a super present for any cat lover”
Pet Owners Association

Heart-felt dogs – the canines
behind the art
“As always, with this excellent
publisher, the paperback has
superb photography and layout,
with quality pages and print”
Dog Training Weekly
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Helping minds meet – Skills
for a better life with your dog
"A must have book for all those
who want to learn how to better
understand and communicate with
their canine companion"
Assoc Pet Behaviour Counsellors

Home alone – and happy!
Essential life skills for preventing
separation anxiety in dogs and
puppies
“... beautifully illustrated with some
great expressive photographs ...
will be a great asset to informed
puppy owners”
Assoc Pet Behaviour Counsellors

Letting in the dog – opening
hearts and minds to a deeper
understanding
"Letting dogs into our hearts
and minds results in a special
connection with them"
Dogs Monthly

Life skills for puppies – Laying
the foundation for a loving,
lasting relationship
“... the best puppy book I have
seen ... will do a lot of good”
Our Dogs

No walks? No worries!
Maintaining wellbeing in dogs
on restricted exercise
“I hope this book receives a broad
and global audience ... I really
can't say enough about how
valuable it is”
Marc Bekoff PhD, Prof Emeritus,
Colorado University

Older dog? No worries!
Maintaining physical, mental
and emotional wellbeing in
your golden oldie
"Offering advice and ideas for
mental, physical and emotional
support as your dog ages … latest
research to create a bespoke care
plan … it’s an excellent reference
book"

www.hubbleandhattie.com
As of late 2011, Hubble & Hattie has been releasing its catalogue in
eBook format. Many titles are already available as eBooks and apps
for Kindle, Kobo, Nook, iBooks, Google, and also from Waterstones,
Blackwells, and Txtr.
Check our website – www.digital.veloce.co.uk – for details.

eBooks
Also available ...

Download now from
www.digital.veloce.co.uk

Mike&Scrabble

The Kennel Club

Wildlife garden
Create a home for gardenfriendly animals, insects and
birds
“… an easy to follow guide to
creating a home for gardenfriendly creatures … beautifully
illustrated throughout ..
descriptions of fascinating animals
and insects"

Ollie and Nina and ...

RAF News

My cat has arthritis ... but lives
life to the full! A practical guide
for owners
“... lavishly illustrated, the
photographs being of high quality
and very informative”

Trevor Turner BVetMed, MRCVS, FRSH,
MCIArb

My dog is blind – but lives life
to the full! A practical guide for
owners
“... aims to empower owners and
allow them to develop a sensitivity
to and an understanding of a very
distressing condition”
Veterinary Record

My dog has epilepsy ... but lives
life to the full! A practical guide
for owners
“... an excellent book, incredibly
reasonably priced ... professional
throughout ...”

Wildlife photography from the
edge
"A brutally honest visual journey
through
breakdown and recovery – it’s
uplifting and
beautiful in its simplicity”
Chris Packham CBE

Wonderful walks from dogfriendly campsites throughout
the UK
WOW WOW WOW cracker of a
book, this one! Really love the
exacting walk descriptions …
instructions are precise … Five
star rating from me!

Several of our books are now available as apps for iPhone, iPad,
Android and Windows Phone devices.

Dog Training Weekly

Trevor Turner BVetMed, MRCVS, FRSH,
MCIArb
Motorway walks &
breaks
(Walking the dog)
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Hubble & Hattie

Hubble and Hattie audio books –
visit www.digital.veloce.co.uk for more details!

Subscribe to our monthly newsletter …

Animal Magic
Hubble & Hattie’s
monthly roundup
of news, views, and
all things animal

Also available ...

Audio books
Download now from
www.digital.veloce.co.uk

sue
Every isfull!
d
e
pack

Settle back
and listen to
the fascinating
adventures of
Julius during
his momentous
odyssey, as he
comes face-toface with the
ambiguities and
injustices of life
from an animal’s
perspective.

From Hubble & Hattie news,
exciting new projects,
and competitions, to
videos, news, and plenty
of sage advice … it’s the
perfect place for all the latest
news on all things animal …
and it’s absolutely FREE!

Available as –
• An MP3 audio book for all MP3 capable devices (smartphones,
MP3 players, tablets, computers, hifi systems etc) – direct from
Veloce Digital.

SIGN-UP now!

• A 'read-aloud' interactive ebook for tablets and smartphones from
Apple's iBookstore and Kobo.

www.hubbleandhattie.co.uk/newsletter/signup.html
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Global sales contacts
UK BOOKTRADE DISTRIBUTION
Orca Book Services, Unit A3, Fleets Corner, Poole, Dorset BH17 0HL, England.
Tel 01235 465521/Fax 01235 465555/Email tradeorders@orcabookservices.co.uk (Distributor &
stockholder)
UK & EUROPEAN TRADE REPRESENTATION
Dennis Buckingham, Star Book Sales, PO Box 20, Whimple, Exeter EX5 2WY. Tel 01404 515050/Fax 01404
823820/Email enquiries@starbooksales.com
UK & IRISH SALES TEAM
LONDON & ENVIRONS: Nic Webb & Andrea Grant-Webb, 36 De La Warr Road, East Grinstead, West
Sussex RH19 3BP. Tel 01342 313237/Fax 01342 322525/Email nic@broomfieldbooks.co.uk; andrea@
broomfieldbooks.co.uk
KENT, EAST/WEST SUSSEX, SURREY, HANTS, BERKS, NORFOLK, SUFFOLK, ESSEX, CAMBS: Andrea
Grant-Webb Email andrea@broomfieldbooks.co.uk
OXFORDSHIRE, HEREFORD, WORCS, WARWICK, WEST MIDS, STAFFS, NOTTS, LINCS, LEICS, HERTS,
BEDS, BUCKS, NORTHANTS, SHROPS, DERBY: Mike Lapworth, 11 Melmerby, Wilnecote, Staffs B77 4LP.
Tel/Fax 01827 897461/Email mikelapworth@sky.com
MERSEY, MANCHESTER, LANCS, CHESHIRE, YORKS, DURHAM, CUMBRIA, NORTHUMBERLAND,
SCOTLAND: James Benson, The Coach House, Storrs Hall, Arkholme, Carnforth, Lancs LA6 1BB.
Tel/Fax 01524 222512/Mobile 07775 571106/Email jamesbenson@btinternet.com
CORNWALL, DEVON, DORSET, SOMERSET, BRISTOL, GLOS, WILTS, CHANNEL ISLANDS, WALES:
Ian Tripp, 28 Llwyncelyn Park, Porth, Rhonda, South Wales CF39 9UA. Tel 07970 450162/Email iantripp@
ymail.com
IRELAND (REPUBLIC & NORTHERN): Butler Sims Ltd, 1st Floor, 89 Rathgar Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6.
Tel 00353 1 4063639/Mobile 0035386 8257305/Fax 00353 1 4063636/Email butlersimsltd@eircom.net
EUROPEAN SALES TEAM
GIBRALTAR, GREECE, SPAIN, ITALY, PORTUGAL, MALTA, CYPRUS, CROATIA, SLOVENIA, SERBIA &
MONTENEGRO, BOSNIA HERZEGOVINA: Joe Portelli & Alex Corno, Bookport Associates Ltd, Via Luigi
Salma 7, 20094 Corsico (MI), Italy. Tel 39 02 4510 3601/Fax 39 02 4510 6426/Email bookport@bookport.it
GERMANY, AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND, BELGIUM, FRANCE & THE NETHERLANDS: Ted Dougherty, 72
Hadley Street, London NW1 8TA. Tel 020 7482 2439/Fax 020 7267 9310/Email ted.dougherty@blueyonder.
co.uk
ALBANIA, HUNGARY, CZECH REPUBLIC, SLOVAK REPUBLIC, ROMANIA, POLAND, BULGARIA &
MACEDONIA, BALTIC STATES & RUSSIA: Cristian Juncu Str, Floarea-Soarelui, 45 Complex Rezidential
Sunflower, Vila 8, 077190 Voluntari Jud, Ilfov, Romania. Tel 40 720 454 800/Email cristian@j4.ro
FINLAND, SWEDEN, NORWAY, ICELAND, DENMARK: Angell Eurosales, Caorann, Methven, Perth PH1
3RA, Scotland. Tel 01764 683781/Email info@angelleurosales.com
INTERNATIONAL SALES AGENTS
AFRICA (SOUTH): Tara Book Distributors SA (Pty) Ltd, Unit 124, 273, Currys Post Road, Howick 3290,
KZN, South Africa. Tel 27 [0] 33330 2844. Email sales@tara-book.com
MIDDLE EAST: Richard Carman, RCA Books and Software, 16 Chapel Close, Comberbach, Cheshire CW9
6BA Tel +44 [0] 1606 891107/Email richard@richardcarman.co.uk
SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA, CARIBBEAN: David Williams, IMA (IntermediaAmericana), PO Box 8734,
London SE21 7ZF. Tel 020 7274 7113/Fax 020 7274 7103/Email david@intermediaamericana.com
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS/STOCKHOLDERS
NORTH AMERICA & CANADA: Quarto Publishing Group, 400 First Avenue North, Suite 300, Minneapolis,
MN55401, USA. Tel 1 612 344 8100/Toll Free 1 800 458 8100/Fax 1 612 344 8697/Email order.desk@
hbgusa.com (USA); order.desk@hbgcanada.com (Canada)
AUSTRALIA: Renniks Publications, Unit 3, 37 Green Street, Banksmeadow, NSW 2019, Australia. Tel 61 02
9695 7055/Fax 61 02 9695 7355/Email orders@renniks.com
NEW ZEALAND: Bookreps NZ Ltd, 2/39 Woodside Avenue, Northcote 0626, Auckland, New Zealand. Tel
+64 9 828 2999 Fax +64 9 828 2399/Email orders@pubdist.co.nzwww.bookreps.co.nz/
CHINA, HONG KONG, TAIWAN: Benjamin Pan, China Publisher’s Marketing, Unit 5A, Floor 5, No 2 Lane
99, North CaoXi Road, Xuhui District, Shanhai, China 200030. Tel 0086 21 542 59557
JAPAN: Shimada & Co Inc, 5-9-15 (Kyodo Bldg), Minami-Aoyama, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 107, Japan.
Tel 81 3 3407 3978/Fax 3 3499 7455
Takahara Book Store Co Ltd, 1-2710 Akaike, Nisshin-shi, Aichi-ken 470-01 Japan. Tel 81 52 805 1605/Fax
81 52 805 5276
MIDDLE EAST: Richard Carman, RCA Books & Software, 16 Chapel Close, Comberbach, Cheshire CW9
6BA. Tel 01606 891107/Email richard@richardcarman.co.uk
SOUTH EAST ASIA (Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Taiwan, China, Phillipines, Thailand,
Japan): Ashton International Marketing Services, PO Box 298, Sevenoaks, Kent TN13 1WU.
Tel 01732 746093/Fax 01732 808479
MAIL ORDER RETAIL
Direct from Hubble and Hattie (credit cards accepted): Tel + 44 (0)1305 260068/Fax +44 (0)1305 250479/
Email info@hubbleandhattie.com/Website www.hubbleandhattie.com
Please note that there will usually be a post and packing charge for mail order sales: please call for details.
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Hubble & Hattie
Veloce Publishing Ltd
Veloce House, Parkway Farm Business
Park
Middle Farm Way, Poundbury
Dorchester, Dorset DT1 3AR, England
Telephone +(0)1305 260068 Fax +(0)1305
250479
Email sales@hubbleandhattie.com
www.hubbleandhattie.com

